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Thanks to their master-keying capability and non-serrated reversible 
fl at keys, the proven Secura locks now offer even greater convenience!

Master key

Individual 
key

From now on robust, non-serrated reversible fl at keys will be used as 
individual keys for Secura locks. These keys can be inserted into the 
cylinder core with particular ease and so enable user-friendly operation 
in the long-term.

Now even more user-friendly locking thanks 
to new, non-serrated reversible fl at keys!

A new, more effi cient cylinder core now offers 
master-keying capability with all Secura locks: 

While a variety of different combinations offer 
individual users access to selected showcases, 
the person with overall responsibility is able to 
open all showcases with the master key.

New: master-keying capability 
for Secura locks!

Glass fi ttings with logic
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The advantages of Secura locks at a glance

Secura locks consist of a security cylinder lock housing and 
a replaceable cylinder core. 

The universal cylinder core is suitable for all Secura lock 
types. Thanks to a variety of combinations, it can be used 
not only in keyed-alike systems but also in keyed-to-differ 
systems. 

If the lock has to be changed, the cylinder core can be easily 
replaced using a removal key.

Secura locks offer protection against doors being lifted off the tracks or forced apart!

Secura locks are security cylinder locks for glass sliding 
doors. Thanks to their intelligent design, they offer maximum 
security and protection against manipulation. 

With conventional locks, the clearance required to insert the 
sash is such that it may be possible to lift the glass sliding 
door off the tracks. Locking cams that are too short or that 
can shear off provide insuffi cient protection against external 
forces.

Secura locks operate via an L-cam that engages with the 
adapter for the roller profi le, locking the sliding sashes fi rmly 
together. They cannot be pushed apart in horizontal or lifted 
off the tracks in vertical manipulation attempts.

Security lock with 
L-cam for roller profi le 
– suitable for Supra 
and Robustus

Security glass door lock 
with L-cam that grips 
around the second sash 
– suitable for Supra

Security glass door lock 
with locking latch in 
lower guide – suitable 
for Penda/Bipenda

Secura locks at a glance

Secura locks have a modular structure!
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